Iowa Ready for State Title Clash
On Iowa Field This Afternoon

GREATLY CROWD IN HISTORY SHREWS IOWA CITY FOR BIG GAME

(ITALIAN URBANITY SHADOWS CONTENT AS HOUR OF BATTLE WINS NOW—
Both Volumes Confident of Victory in the Big Ten Names, Battle.

(BY HAROLD C. FISCHER)

The big game of the year is almost at hand. Within few hours the purple and white masses that have ever attended a football contest of the magnitude that is about to dawn stream through gates of Iowa field, the field of the giants around the kicker's toe will be heard, the two elevens will dash forward in a whirling maze of players, the close battles of one of the most exciting football contests will ring out the initial signal of the game and the crucial gridiron battle of the season will be in full away. Two hours later, one or the two teams will probably emerge from the tangled mass of warfare, victors and undisputed masters of the state title.

This popularity of the annual contest finds both Iowa and Ames ready for it, to put up a great battle. The coaches have administered the final coaching, the last batch of plans have been perfected, the game is in their hands. Both coaches have been lêning for the past two months.

With the game a few hours distant, there is a marked universal interest, not only to the local occupants, as it is supposed, almost universal, nay, immortal interest characterizes the supporters of the two elevens. Expert opinion, however, is united in the belief that the two teams are almost evenly matched and with a shade in luck, either of them has a good chance for victory.

Mystery in Line-up.

The coaches of the two teams have differed their probable line-ups with a mystique of mystery. There is an uncertainty whether the line-up as given on the teams that will start or not. People sympathize the teams that both Iowa and Ames will be out of the game.

The Ames confidence is placed in the report, however, by Iowa admirers, and it is expected that both teams, when they will be in the contest when the game starts this afternoon. This is a somewhat light thought but if the game is the season's most important, the supporters of the Iowa rooters, their confidence is placed in the report.

Physically, both teams are in excellent condition and are fitted to put on a wonderful exhibition of the gridiron sport whatever he would start. The outcome may be left until last but before. In recent try-out games, the Iowa annual tonight was victorious. The Cyclops Pulls Out.

Cyclops supporters have been confidence. The line-up that was, the Iowa team doesn't doubt about with the quarterback, the line back, the mining infielder, the oil preciosos. The Iowa team is sure of the Iowa. This is the Iowa game in the big fight we should win.

Captain Burrow (Iowa)—I don't believe in a line-up. The Iowa team is sure of the Iowa. The Iowa game in the big fight we should win.

Captain Jones (Ames)—Yeah.
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AMES vs IOWA
At Iowa City Saturday
But that is not all
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is here in his newes-t com-edy
"Shanghaied"
at the
PRINCESS
THE VOLUNTEERS

While preparing for the homecoming event, Secretary Theodore Wanamaker was greatly surprised by the fervor and enthusiasm which came from three sources. The Ames baseball team announced that it had nine "new" freshmen whose services would be gladly donated to aid in entertaining the homecoming visitor. The engineers said that they would send twenty of their number down to the assembly Friday night to help Mr. Warden take care of the crowd. The Iowa Union offered to aid in homecoming decorations.

These three concrete examples of a positive and active desire to help do things, encourage The Iowan to believe there is the right spirit of loyalty and enthusiasm at Iowa.

It is easy to show enthusiasm in the "new-wave" of 1915. It is quite a different thing to do something for Iowa. The men and women who have enough interest in University affairs to seek the opportunity to do something to help, to spring forward with willing hands looking for the chance to serve, have the kind of spirit that will do a great deal to make Iowa great. May their numbers increase.

(Continued from page 1.)

The run on the destruction of Iowa formations this week with little or no results. Thus after the freshmen were able to break through the Ames eleven wall defenses and romp through the secondary defense for a touchdown. Becker is expected to return, an overhead pass attack from the Gold and his efforts have been confined to breaking up the early passes of the pilots. Much confidence is placed on the Ames line. On the previous trial this year the Cyclone line has proved itself worthy of the laurels. Coach Stawberry's eleven will find a defensive wall that will give his backs considerable trouble to filter through.

The last hard setback of the week was carried out in a authorities run on a slippery, soggy field. Ames placed the first part of their schedule under similar conditions and the team is inexperienced in handling a wet pigskin in case the day for the big contest should not be ideal. A slippery field will handicap both teams, but the Ames back field is right, averaging 141 pounds and will survive equally as well as the Gold could back field now. Ames expects to win.

Supporters of the Cyclones and gold before the Cyclones have an even chance of victory. A assembly top meeting was held in Agriculture. It will last night and the whole squad went down to see the team depart.

Coach Marvin will have a squad of twenty-seven men with which he will attempt to beat home the state championship to Ames. A battle royal is expected and the contest should be one of the best gridiron shows of the 1915 season.
A Townsend Portrait
Will make an Ideal Gift for the Christmas Season.
Come Early and we will get you just what you want.
Townsend Studio
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"SHANGHAIED"
at the PRINCESS

INFORMATION
The place to buy Gillett, Auto Stop, Every Ready, Gem Jr., Durham Duplex Safety Razors is our place in the Paul-Helen Building on Washington Street.
All Kinds of Blades in Stock

THE BIG HARDWARE
SMITH & CILEK

CALL RED 437
THE HAWKEYE DRESS CLUB
French Dry and Steam Cleaning Pressing and Repairing
Goods Called For and Delivered...
R. W. Hughes, Mgr.

HOME COMING DANCE
Don't Fail to Attend It
TO-NIGHT
at the MOOSE HALL
Admission 75c. 3-Piece Orchestra

MAHANNA & OGLE
4-Piece ORCHESTRA

The Midland Schools Teachers' Agency of DES MOINES, IOWA has always made a specialty of securing positions for College Students and graduates. Its facilities and services are unsurpassed. Ask your former colleagues.
C. E. SCROGGIE, Proprietor and Manager.
702 Crescenton Hall
Des Moines, Iowa

Everybody is boosting for Iowa—Where is the proper Shoe to walk The Iowa Dairy Lunch, 127 South 13th Street (Clinton St.) (The Iowa Dairy Lunch.)

GARDEN THEATRE
Feature Shows For This Week

TODAY
Rath Stouhose and Francis X. Baxum in
"The Slim Princess"
In Four Acts

SUNDAY

"A Little Brother of the Rich"
Fitted In 5 Great Acts

—all will Ev-school

Dancing School
Company "A" Armory
230 to 500 Saturday Afternoon

VARSITY DANCE, COMPANY "A" ARMORY
TO-NIGHT
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IOWA! FIGHT!
And Smoke Red Dot Cigars
At Our Expense When You Break Training

Racine's Cigar store will give 50 Red Dots for the first Touchdown and 50 Red Dots for the second Touchdown made by Iawa. IOWA FIGHT.

Bill Purcell will give 50 Red Dots for the first Touchdown and 50 Red Dots for the second Touchdown made by Iowa. IOWA FIGHT.

Brown's Smoke House will give 50 Red Dots for the first Touchdown and 50 Red Dots for the second Touchdown made by Iowa. IOWA FIGHT.

Fink's Cigar Store will give 50 Red Dots for the first Touchdown and 50 Red Dots for the second Touchdown made by Iowa. IOWA FIGHT.
Iowa and Ames meet on the gridiron this afternoon for the seventeenth time in the history of the two institutions. In the sixteen previous games Iowa has been returned victor ten times, while on six occasions the Aggies have sent the Hawkeyes down to defeat. Since 1909 Iowa has lost but once on the football field to Ames. In 1911 the Cyclones surprised Hawley's men and went back to Ames with the long end of a 9 to 0 score. The last three contests have been Old Gold victories. When Iowa men take the field this afternoon it will be with the firm determination to turn the tide of fortune towards the Cyclone banner. The Hawkeyes are determined, however, to continue the string of Old Gold victories, and as a result, the networks meeting today should be one of the greatest battles arranged between the rival eleven.

Rivalry on the football field between Iowa and Ames dates back to 1894 when the two schools first met on the gridiron. Ames won the initial clash and emerged victors again in the succeeding year. In 1896 athletic relations in football were discontinued, but in 1897 Ames again beat Iowa. The Hawkeyes captured their first contest in 1898 and since that date Ames has won but three games. The contests between the two schools, however, have invariably been close with neither eleven able to claim marked superiority over the other. The only exceptions were in 1913, when the Hawkeyes won by the lopsided score of 46 to 7 and again last year, when Hawley's crew took the Cyclones down the line to a 26 to 6 defeat.

REGISTRATION LARGE

Up to a late hour last night the registration of alumni at the Iowa Union was large. No campaign with the figures of last year would be obtained, but the registration will undoubtedly surpass that of any previous homecoming.

REINFORCEMENTS FOR THE VARSITY SIX HUNDRED
Arrived To-Day 100 Strong

Also many other styles including

The Most Popular Box Back Model

You will not find a more complete showing of overcoat styles in all Iowa than you can see at this time.
WELCOME!

WELCOME ALUMNI!  WELCOME EDITORS!

WELCOME VISITING WOMEN!

Iowa City and The Big Store are proud to greet and entertain the representative men and women of Iowa.

The Big Store is glad to welcome the alumni, the editors, and other visitors.

The Big Store wants them to see an important exhibit of

Women’s, Misses’ and Children’s
Latest Fashions

Suits, Coats, Street and Afternoon Dresses, Dancing Frocks and Dress Accessories

Every accepted Fashion of the season will be abundantly represented.

Every facility The Big Store has at its command will be at the service of the Visitors Friday and Saturday.

We want you to walk about, look about, study the latest models.

We hope and believe the impression you take away, and the impression you leave here will be very pleasant memories for years to come.

Best Quality Always at Lowest Prices

WELCOME

WELCOME

OLD AGE PREPAREDNESS,

A Judicious Investment

The Prudential Insurance Co.
of America

I. WALDMAN
513 Iowa Avenue

Red 490

YOU CAN ALWAYS GET AMES WITH A KODAK

and you can always get the best finishing done at the

Rexall

Henry Louis

124 COLLEGE STREET

THE NEW STORE

The Dressing Room for the Cotillion and Freshmen Parties

Greatly Reduced

Prices on Suits and Millinery

Parties Dresses—See Them Just Arrived

THE FASHION SHOP

DRESDEN AND PLAIN SILK PETTICOATS

Costs and Suits

Kayser Silk Hose and Underwear

Wide Fancy Ribbons

at 25c